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Well, that was a month to remember!
I expect that many of us may be wondering if it was all worth it.
Despite all the offers of government and bank assistance, a nagging doubt must
remain for small business owners and the self-employed. The mortgage payments
and rent will still become due, electricity and water must eventually be paid for.
And then there’s hire-purchase . . . . . . Despite a clamour for jobs, can an employer
hang on to his/her trusted and skilled staff? How far do we extend the hazy concept
of an ‘essential service’? Take-aways? Restaurants? Cafés? Bars? May I humbly suggest
that we need to support all local businesses in their recovery?
I think the next few pages will show you that the lock-down has actually been a great survival
success in New Zealand, and also in our big neighbour Australia too. Neighbours have rallied round,
many voluntary organisation have found renewed purpose for themselves by providing vital support
for others. This has been a great time for phoning neighbours and, (if they weren’t already) turning
them into friends. Never in any previous human crisis have the social media been available to play
such a vital rôle in keeping us all together. Computer games with the children and home-schooling
may well have been a rewarding challenge for many along with more traditional activities such as
gardening. (I’d hazard a guess that many of our readers have paid much more attention to their
vegetable gardens in this past month!) The air is cleaner, there is less traffic on the roads and in the
skies. Even the weather has not been oppressive (although a bit more rain would be appreciated by
Watercare). Petrol and diesel are cheaper than they have been for years! (But, even though the
extensive road-works have been curtailed, there’s not many places that you can drive to either!). Our
local beaches have been absolutely great but two-metre spacing has required special social skills:
(Until I went out with a friend, I thought my hearing had greatly improved because I could, once
more, hear conversations of walkers and joggers up on the road!).
But other countries have not fared so well, particularly in Europe where many of us have relatives
and friends. I have been collecting the daily ‘Situation Reports’ of the World Health Organisation
and observing the trends. It’s sobering stuff! While dealing with the statistics of this pandemic, it is
essential to keep in mind that these numbers represent real people in real trouble: The anxiety of
being diagnosed with COVID-19, particularly for the elderly; The additional problems and grief of
the nearest and dearest relatives of those victims who may well have died in isolation in the
hospitals and retirement homes that were somehow supposed to protect them. Over the next few
pages, I will try to present you with the facts, as they still unfold.
Firstly, the number of
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You should also note that these curves show the total number of deaths in each country so that these
curves should level out and become horizontal like China’s as the infection is brought under control. Where
are the New Zealand and Australian deaths shown? Well, they are so low that they just don’t show up on
this graph. The number of deaths per million of population gives a better idea of the impact COVID-19 has
had on a country’s resources, it social fabric and key jobs.
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Well the first thing that you may note is that neither New Zealand nor Australia feature here either! So if
you perceive that we have problems, you will realise what devastation the disease has brought to Europe.
In terms of social consequences, Spain has suffered 500 deaths per million of its population followed by
Italy, France, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and Sweden. Because of the large population of the US,
the impact on its economy and social structure have so far been less than the impact on Europe. But, from
the figures provided, China, as a whole, has received negligible impact. Even Finland has received a bigger
blow. The ‘good news’ for Europe is that the cumulative death curve is apparently levelling out. (The trend
curves are shown dotted). But neither the United Kingdom nor France currently show this promising trend.
Germany has apparently been handling the pandemic better that most large European countries. So while
its total number of confirmed cases per million is identical with that of France, its death rate is less than
20% on a per million population basis. Obviously Germany and its people have something important to
convey to their neighbours.
Despite daily fatalities decreasing, many European countries are still losing to this pandemic, in just one
day many times the number of people that New Zealand has lost in in six weeks.
However, we cannot be complacent about our good fortune and our good health. If we are not to lose all
that we have achieved in this one month lock-down it is essential that we adjust to the ‘new-normal’
gradually and with considerable circumspection as each constraint is relaxed: We should continue dining at
home, but perhaps on some take-aways. We should continue talking loudly to each other from 2 or more
metres of distance; And if in any doubt about what we have touched, we should wash our hands
thoroughly before handling anything else (including our own face!). And remember that neither you nor
your viruses can estimate two metres exactly, so some form of mask may be a good idea to restrain your
coughs and sneezes if you are with people outside your ‘bubble’. By the time that you read this, Level
Three should be in place throughout New Zealand. But COVID-19 is not over yet!

-6-
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But for the world, as is shown in the the WHO situation histogram, the epicentre is moving from Europe
into the Americas. Already, the United States has more confirmed cases per million than Europe. Perhaps
Africa and South-East Asia will escape the worst that this virus can do but there are no guarantees.
Currently, about 90% of the
Epidemic curve of confirmed COVID-19, by date
people that are confirmed as
of report and WHO region through to 28th April
having the virus recover. This is
2020
because the virus, like most lifeforms exists in several varieties
and not all are lethal. Nor are
we entirely defenceless, even
though humans have not been
exposed to COVID-19 before.
Most people can therefore resist
most varieties of COVID-19, But
not all can resist all varieties. We
may develop antibodies that are
specific to this virus and, like
measles, sustain a resistance for
the rest of our lives. Or it may be
that it is similar to the influenza
virus where we need to trigger
new antibody production with a
vaccine as each winter comes on. Remember that all generations of humans have been exposed to many,
many different forms and varieties of viruses around the world (and over time) and there is still no sign
that we are an endangered species in slow decline (Far from it! — we currently double in numbers every
thirty or forty years!) It will probably take some time before we adapt to the presence of COVID-19, and it
is even possible that sporadic outbreaks will occur around the world well into the future. Perhaps, like the
common cold, a weakened form of the current virus will take up permanent residence and give us snotty
noses, a touch of bronchitis, while reducing our sense of smell and taste and making us sneeze with every
little draught!
It seems to be an important Fact of Life, maybe even a condition of being alive, that we should be
challenged from time to time. The massive kauri has its die-back disease, the myrtle sickness threatens the
pohutakawa and the manuka. and now we, like them, are being challenged by something we cannot see,
hear, taste, smell or touch. But, as apes go, we are pretty smart, (if somewhat immodest), so I expect that
we will beat all three diseases if time allows.
Barbara Kingsolver in her book “The Poisonwood Bible” makes the point that if there is only one God, then
he/she must be the God of viruses too! It’s certainly a thought to ponder. Ogden Nash, in a similar vein,
wrote “God in His Wisdom, made the Fly! And then forgot to tell us why.”
Well we now know how important the fly is in recycling waste materials rapidly and efficiently. And we
know that eliminating flies would not be ecologically sound. We have known and lived with flies for a very
long time. In contrast, we have known about viruses for less that a century but no doubt, despite our
ignorance, they have their purpose and their function.
Virology is the study of viruses. And virologists categorise them and give them names. Like most species
on this planet, few of the named know or care about these names (and even less answer to them). Thus
there is no chance that yelling out “SARS-Cov-2” will achieve much! Nor will writing it in blood on an
ancient parchment have any special value. But SARS-Cov-2 is COVID-19. (A virus by any other name may
still turn out to be exactly the same virus” it seems.) Anyway, here is a WHO summary of what we know
about it.
-7Published by the Management Committee for the Roundabout Society

Origin of the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2
(SARS-CoV-2), the virus causing COVID-19
The first human cases of COVID-19, the disease caused by the novel coronavirus causing COVID-19,
subsequently named SARS-CoV-2 were first reported by officials in Wuhan City, China, in December 2019.
Retrospective investigations by Chinese authorities have identified human cases with onset of symptoms
in early December 2019. While some of the earliest known cases had a link to a wholesale food market in
Wuhan, some did not. Many of the initial patients were either stall owners, market employees, or regular
visitors to this market. Environmental samples taken from this market in December 2019 tested positive
for SARS-CoV-2, further suggesting that the market in Wuhan City was the source of this outbreak or
played a role in the initial amplification of the outbreak. The market was closed on 1 January 2020.
SARS-CoV-2 was identified in early January and its genetic sequence shared publicly on 11-12 January.
The full genetic sequence of SARS-CoV-2 from the early human cases and the sequences of many other
virus isolated from human cases from China and all over the world since then show that SARS-CoV-2 has
an ecological origin in bat populations. All available evidence to date suggests that the virus has a
natural animal origin and is not a manipulated or constructed virus. Many researchers have been able to
look at the genomic features of SARS-CoV-2 and have found that evidence does not support that SARSCoV-2 is a laboratory construct. If it were a constructed virus, its genomic sequence would show a mix of
known elements. This is not the case.
Another coronavirus, SARS-CoV-1, the cause of the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) outbreak
in 2003, was also closely related to other coronaviruses isolated from bats. These close genetic relations
of SARS-CoV-1, SARS-CoV-2 and other coronaviruses, suggest that they all have their ecological origin in
bat populations. Many of these coronaviruses can also infect several animal species. For example, SARSCoV-1 infected civet cats and then humans, while the virus causing the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
(MERS-CoV) is found in dromedary camels, and has continued to infect humans since 2012.
All available evidence for COVID-19 suggests that SARS-CoV-2 has a zoonotic source. Since there is
usually limited close contact between humans and bats, it is more likely that transmission of the virus to
humans happened through another animal species, one that is more likely to be handled by humans. This
intermediate animal host or zoonotic source could be a domestic animal, a wild animal, or a
domesticated wild animal and, as of yet, has not been identified.
All the published genetic sequences of SARS-CoV-2 isolated from human cases are very similar. This
suggests that the start of the outbreak resulted from a single point introduction in the human population
around the time that the virus was first reported in humans in Wuhan, China in December 2019.
A number of investigations to better understand the source of the outbreak in China are currently
underway or planned, including investigations of human cases with symptom onset in and around Wuhan
in late 2019, environmental sampling from markets and farms in areas where the first human cases were
identified, and detailed records on the source and type of wildlife species and farmed animals sold in
these markets.
Results from these studies are essential to preventing further zoonotic introductions of SARS-CoV-2 into
the human population. WHO continues to collaborate with animal health and human health experts,

Zoonotic: Any disease that can be transmitted from animals to people or, more specifically,
a disease that normally exists in animals but that can infect humans. There are multitudes of
zoonotic diseases. Examples include: anthrax, animal flu, bird flu, bovine tuberculosis,
brucellosis, campylobacter infection, cat scratch fever, and cryptosporidiosis.
-8-
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https://covid19.govt.nz

As of midnight, Monday 27th April,
Alert Level 3 will be implemented throughout New Zealand.
This reflects the success of the one month implementation of Level 4
Alert Level 3 – Restrict
High risk - the disease is not contained.

The Golden Rules for life at Alert Level 3
1. Stay home. If you are not at work, school, exercising or getting essentials then you
must be at home, the same as at Alert Level 4.
2. Work and learn from home if you can. We still want the vast majority of people
working from home, and children and young people learning from home. At-risk
students and staff should also stay at home, and they will be supported to do so.
Early learning centres and schools will physically be open for up to Year 10 for
families that need them.
3. Make your business COVID-19 safe. COVID-19 has spread in workplaces, so the
quid pro quo of being able to open is doing it in a way that doesn’t spread the
virus.
4. Stay regional. You can exercise at parks or beaches within your region, but the
closer to home the better. Activities must be safe – keep 2 metres away from
anybody not in your bubble. Make minimal trips.
5. Keep your bubble as small as possible. If you need to, you can expand your bubble
a small amount to bring in close family, isolated people or caregivers.
6. Wash your hands often with soap. Then dry them. Cough and sneeze into your
elbow.
7. If you are sick, stay at home and quickly seek advice from your GP or Healthline
about getting a test. There is no stigma to COVID-19. We will only be successful if
everyone is willing to play their part in finding it wherever it is.

As of 26th April, the World Health Organisation has recorded a total of 202,597 COVID-19 related
deaths. (This is about 0.0026% of the planet’s human population). But, day by day, the total number
of deaths keeps growing by about 5000.
Here in New Zealand, 19 people have died with the COVID-19 virus as a major contributory cause.
This is 0.00038% of our human population. But there is no room for being complacent because the
total number of confirmed cases is still 1124 (and rising). It would have been significantly greater if
we had not implemented Level 4. Our timely action plus our health facilities and caring personnel,
means that we are currently achieving recovery rates of about 98% of our total confirmed cases.
Michael Allen
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Kia ora,
Here’s what you need to know when considering taking public transport during Alert Level 3. We
recommend you view the short how-to video, https://youtu.be/zivfvAx4nDM so that you are well
informed.
Is your journey essential?
Please follow Alert Level 3 guidance and only use public transport when essential. More information is
available on the COVID-19 section on our website.
Make sure you plan ahead
Trains and ferries will run to a reduced timetable. Buses will run to a near-normal timetable to provide
enough capacity to allow two-metre physical distancing.
We recommend you plan ahead using Journey Planner or our AT Mobile app. We have enhanced AT
Mobile to show you how many people are on a bus or train service at any given time. This lets you know if
two-metre distancing is achievable before you board.
Under Alert Level 3, journeys on public transport are free, however, you still need to use an AT HOP card
to tag on and off - this allows us to monitor demand and adjust services if required. To make contact
tracing easy if needed, we also recommend you register your AT HOP card by visiting our website.
● What to do when you travel on buses?
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cash purchases will not be accepted on board during Alert Level 3. You must use an AT HOP card.
You must use the rear door to get on and off buses.
Tag on and off using the AT HOP card reader inside the rear door.
If you use a wheelchair or mobility device or require driver assistance, you can still get on and off using
the front door.
Customers will not be able to use the first row of seats behind the bus driver.
Please observe the signs on board which indicate two-metre distancing.
Once a bus is at capacity, drivers will only drop customers off.

School buses will begin operating again from Wednesday 29 April. We recommend that parents wait with
their child(ren) at the bus stop until they can see if the bus has enough room on board for their child(ren).
If you need more help
If you’re unable to access self-service options, some customer service centres will be open during Alert
Level 3. Please visit our website to find out more information.
Cleaning of public transport
The safety of our workers and customers is a priority, so we’re making sure all public transport is cleaned
regularly. We’ve also stepped up our regime to include antimicrobial cleaning. You’ll find hand sanitiser
stations at many locations, and we encourage you to use them.

Auckland has been quieter during the lockdown, but under Alert Level 3 many freight and construction
vehicles will be returning to our roads, so be aware of other road users while you get to and from your
bus, ferry, or train.

- 10 -
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To our Advertisers:
Dear Advertiser,
We hope that you have not been too badly affected by the Covid 19 restrictions and that things can safely
return to some normality in the not too distant future.
Sadly, once again we are unable to print or collate paper copies of The Roundabout for the May issue,
even under Alert Level 3 conditions.
As for the April edition, we will publish the May issue on The Roundabout website
<theroundabout.org.nz>, including your advertisement, at no charge. It would be great if you could let
your customers and acquaintances in the area know that this is happening.
Some of our lovely clients offered to pay for their advertisements last month, for which we are extremely
grateful, and invoices were supplied for those who did so. Please let me know if you would like an invoice.
Stay safe and Bubbly.
Fingers crossed for next month.
Regards,
Keith
Roundabout Advertising.

To our Readers:
Several of the advertisements presented in the May edition of the Roundabout and notification of
meetings, walks etc. may no longer be correct. Should you require further information, you should
confirm details, by phone or the internet, with the advertisers and organisers.
We at the Roundabout, are complying with the request for limited contact between people, by not
publishing a printed copy of the Roundabout this month. We are so very grateful to all those
volunteers who assemble and distribute the printed Roundabout each month and their continued
good health is, of course, of paramount importance to us. We are a caring community and we
generally endeavour to ensure that no one is isolated or ignored. At this time, more than ever, it is
vital that we keep contact with each other, but it must be in a way that endangers no one’s health.
If you are reading this, you know that the Roundabout is also regularly published on our web-page.
:<theroundabout.org.nz> . We ask you to let your friends and neighbours with whom you are in
contact, know of this link. We are a strong community and we will come through this difficult time. If
you have any ideas on how our ties can be further strengthened, let us know by sending them to
<roundabout.editorial@gmail.com>. Or phone 817 4658 and leave a message.
We will get back to you.
Michael (Roundabout Coordinator}
- 14 -
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Chris Penk

Our Member of Parliament

Tactics and Strategy – 2020 vision
At the time of writing the nation is on the eve of going into a reduced form of “lockdown”.
The hard work and sacrifice of everyone reading this column has enabled significant gains
in relation to health outcomes – thank you. The authorities deserve praise for some good
decisions made and I’ll leave any reflections on anomalies (such as the “voluntary” aspect
of school attendance) for another day.
The tactics of meeting the coronavirus threat have been well canvassed in recent times but
the longer term, strategic view also needs serious attention.
To some extent, the health response to Covid-19 has been tactical by necessity, whereas the
much needed economic recovery must be strategic. That said, the tactical response has
already needed to include some mitigation of the damage to workers’ wages, through a
government subsidy. And conversely the long term game will need to account for the risk
of re-igniting a fire of infection, as well as encouraging a vital free market economy.
Naturally health outcomes and prosperity are linked in many ways too. Future spending on
health care in hospitals and Pharmac funding (to give a couple of obvious examples) are
crucially dependent on revenue flowing from private coffers to public Treasury.
It’s now incumbent on all decision makers (and those who fancy themselves as future decision
makers, such as non-government MPs!) to promote plans for making New Zealand a place
where the lights can remain on in our schools, hospitals and courts in the years ahead. I’m
looking forward to that contest of ideas throughout 2020, as a prosperous and pleasant
future for us all depends on it.
As always, feel free to contact me via my electorate office (currently operating remotely, for
obvious reasons) by email to chris.penkmp@parliament.govt.nz or phone to 09 412 2496.
Cheers
Chris Penk MP
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Laingholm Beach Takeaway

Laingholm Beach Store : 8172528
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The Cancer Society needs you
Every day, hundreds of people visit Auckland City Hospital for radiation treatment,
chemotherapy or both. Most of them have good support networks to help them get
there and back, but some don’t. For those people, the Cancer Society runs a
volunteer driving service to make sure people get to and from their treatment safely
and promptly.
The need for this service is continually growing, and the Cancer Society is in
desperate need of more drivers.
Can you help? The commitment can be as large or small as you wish. Most people
drive one return trip a week, but some do more. Patients come from all over, but
usually you would be driving people from the West Auckland area. A contribution is
available for petrol costs.
So if you want to perform a valuable and much-needed service for the community,
meet interesting people and visit bits of Auckland you have never seen before, call
Jacqui or Gretchen at the Cancer Society on 308 0496, or if you just want a chat, call
Tony Bacon on 814 9860.
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DIRKS
WORKS

Tree felling, trimming and cutting
to �irewood. Section clean-ups, clearing
noxious weeds and site preparation.
Home and Section Maintenance
Odd Jobs
Anything considered
TESTIMONIALS AVAILABLE:
Sean 021 474 226
Cathy 021 337 949
Marie 811 8901

Clare and Dirk Judson
811 8958 or 0210 293 4439

Dirk_a_judson@yahoo.co.nz
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….….………… RECENTLY OVERHEARD . . . . .

“Half of us are going to come out of this quarantine as amazing cooks.
The other half will come out with a drinking problem.”
“I need to practice social-distancing from the refrigerator.”
“Every few days try your jeans on just to make sure they fit. Pyjamas will have you believe all is well in the
kingdom!”
“Home-schooling is going well. 2 students suspended for fighting and 1 teacher fired for drinking on the job.”
“I don't think anyone expected that when we changed the clocks we'd go
from ‘Standard Time’ to the ‘Twilight Zone’”.
“This morning I saw a neighbour talking to her cat. It was obvious she thought her cat understood her.
I came into my house, told my dog..... we laughed a lot”.
“So, after this quarantine.....will the producers of ‘My 600 Pound Life’ just find me or do I find them?”
“Quarantine Day 5: Went to this restaurant called THE KITCHEN. —–-You have to gather all the ingredients
and make your own meal. I have no clue how this place is still in business.”
“My body has absorbed so much soap and disinfectant lately that when I pee it cleans the toilet.”
“I'm so excited --- it's time to take out the rubbish. What should I wear?”
“Day 6 of Home-schooling: My child just said "I hope I don't have the same teacher next year".... I'm
offended.”
“Better 2 metres apart than 2 metres under!”
“This is the first time in history we can save the human race by lying in front of the TV and doing nothing.
Let’s not screw it up!!!”
“In one week, we've seen how healthcare workers, truck drivers and grocery store employees are more
important than rugby players, actors and the supposedly famous.”
“Hey creative community!
Just a reminder that Shakespeare was quarantined for the plague when he wrote King Lear. No pressure!!!”
“Also highly contagious is kindness, patience, love, enthusiasm, and a positive attitude. Don’t wait to catch it
from others - - - - be the carrier!”
“Remember when we thought we were going to have a bad week because of the time change, full moon, and
Friday the 13th. We just didn’t have a clue!”
“Since everyone has now started washing their hands like we’re supposed to, we’ll be working on shapes and
colours next week ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~.”
“All these kids who have been learning New (new) Maths
are about to learn how to “Carry the One” from their new home school teachers.”
“That moment when you’re worried about the elderly and realize that you are the elderly...”
“I say we close down the media for 30 days and watch 80% of the world’s problems go away ~ ~ ~ ~”
- 22 -
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LITTLE SPACE BIG HEART

DRESSMAKER
DESIGNER AND
VINTAGE RECYCLED CLOTHING
OPEN Friday and Saturday 10am - 4pm
1 VICTORY ROAD LAINGHOLM
PHONE: 021 0286 6865
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WEEDS
Fed up with this flu, out of things to do?
Worry not any more, we've an answer for you!
And although the work can be a hit hard,
It's lurking right there in your own backyard
With satisfaction surely guaranteed
When you take up arms against the weed.
These pest plants are a persistent bunch
Birds deposit them after having a munch
So we need to be vigilant and keenly aware
Of their ubiquitous presence, both far and near.
Because despite their innocent alluring charm
Unfortunately they do considerable harm.
Honeysuckle and jasmine may look nice
With pretty flowers and perfume to entice
But they throttle and climb, suck and cling
To every endemic living thing
Killing towering trees with complete disdain
And causing the environment unimaginable
pain.
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Ginger, ivy, tradescantia and bamboo
Yes, they're all on the forbidden list too
Taking up residence on empty land
Before they proceed to rapidly expand.
Until finally with no space left to grow
Our glorious native trees don't have a show.
Moth plant, pampas grass, wattle, morning
glory,
There is no end to this challenging story,
But now you've got time and the gyms are all
shut
Why not take up the challenge, don't get in a
rut
Get into the garden, the road frontage, the kerb
Don't let pesky weeds have the last word
Stay Covid free while enjoying the outdoors
Tackle those weeds, it's a truly great cause.

THE BARD OF LAINGHOLM
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Your Advertisement could appear here!
It would only cost you $27
!
AIN

G
to reach 1900
BARhomes between

Titirangi and Whatipu
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Letter to the Editor
“What I want to know is how supporting all these large and small business owners
with tax-payers cash can help the Economy! It seems like my great-grandchildren
will be paying off the debt!” Parau Resident
Ed: I asked a Canadian Financial Expert, (currently in lock-down in the Bahamas), and he sent us
the following explanation of how this form of Stimulus Package works:

The "Stimulus Package" as Explained by
our Canadian Expert
It is a slow day in the small Saskatchewan town of Pumphandle, and
streets are deserted. Times are tough, everybody is in debt, and
everybody is living on credit.
A tourist visiting the area drives through town, stops at the motel, and
lays a $100 bill on the desk, saying he wants to inspect the rooms
upstairs to pick one for the night.
As soon as he walks upstairs, the motel owner grabs the bill and runs
next door to pay his debt to the butcher.
The butcher takes the $100 and runs down the street to retire his debt
to the pig farmer.
The pig farmer takes the $100 and heads off to pay his bill to his
supplier, the Co-op.
The guy at the Co-op takes the $100 and runs to pay his debt to the
local prostitute, who has also been facing hard times and has had to
offer her "services" on credit.
The hooker rushes to the hotel and pays off her room bill with the
hotel owner. The hotel proprietor then places the $100 back on the
counter so the traveller will not suspect anything.
At that moment the traveller comes down the stairs, states that the
rooms are not satisfactory, picks up the $100 bill and leaves.
No one produced anything. No one earned anything.. However, the
whole town is now out of debt and now looks to the future with a lot
more optimism.
And that, ladies and gentlemen, is how a Stimulus Package works!
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The Real Estate
Bulletin
It has been reported that in Laingholm there were 15 sales
between December-February and zero sales in Parau for the
same period compared to 2018/19 where Laingholm had 11
sales and Parau had 1.
Summer is normally the busiest time of the year, but this
summer has shown signs of a changing market. Not many
listings but a lot of genuine buyers ready to buy, especially first
home buyers. It is normally expected that after March, fewer
properties come on the market, but we suspect that with an
election later this year, very low interest rates and price trends
on the rise, we will be staying busy in Autumn and expect a
quieter September.

Gaston Coma

Interestingly, if you live in Laingholm or Parau, the number of
buyers for your area increase when there are not many listings
in Titirangi. When the number of listings in Titirangi increases,
the number of buyers open to areas further out decreases.

021 234 3788

If I was interested in selling my own home this year, I would
consider the following:
1. Now is the time for me to get all outdoor renovations
completed, such as painting and decking
2. The weather is fantastic for those properties which
need to showcase in the sun, could I sell now? Also
competition is low.
3. There are elections later in this year which causes
uncertainty in the marketplace. Should I sell before or
after? How could this affect me?
4. Check that there are no legal issues on my property
such as unconsented work. Buyers may be ok with this,
but banks will likely not be.
5. Check that there are no structural issues which may
jeopardize the sale of my home.

The ProAgent Team
Ray White Titirangi
Austar Realty Ltd
Licensed (REAA 2008)
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Bronwyn Scott-Woods
021 613 632

Greetings everyone. We hope you continue to keep yourselves safe as we move into Level 3 of this unique
situation.
I would like to share with you, some of Sam (Basil) Fletcher’s memories of Huia and the surrounding area.
The first, is about “HUIA”.
“Like the then, Waitakere settlements, the Huia drew its first sustenance from the prolific stands of Kauri that
covered the rugged terrain from the shores off the bay, to the frowning skyline above!
And because of the reliance on waterpower for driving the logs down from the high country, to water-wheel
mills, the creeks became the centre of industry.
Not only did the settlements grow around the mouth and lower levels of the creeks, but they also became
identified, in name, with the streams that gave them life.
The Huia consisted of three such communities – The Big Huia, the Kaimatura, and the Little Huia.
The Kaimatura, or more often the abbreviated “Kaima” was the name by which the earlier generations
referred to the mid Huia Valley, until the tramping clubs restored the official name “Karamatura”, in more
recent years.
As children, we grew up to
associate Karamatura with the
rock faced dome on the
southern side of the gorge. How
correct it is, I do not know, but
we understood the name to
mean ‘old man’s thumb’ to
which it does show a marked
resemblance!
Then there was a story of aged
Maori dwellers, who lived in the
valley. It was said the continuous
noise of the creek, which is rocky
and rapid flowing, affected their
hearing and their habitation
became known as “the home of
the deaf”. More next month!

Te Wharenga (the rock overhang) on the western side of Huia Bay above the Karamatura Valley
R&I. Bullinga Collection HSM:RLB01

If the story is true, the locality of their shelter was possibly where the Karamatura Track passes under the
overhanging rock, two or three hundred yards above the Tom Thumb turnoff. To be there when there is a
fresh (flood) in the creek, causing the angry waters to roar through the rugged course with a resounding din
from above, you can easily understand the effect of such an environment could have upon ears subjected to
it for long.
Possible, if this story is factual, it could give credence to Kaiangmatura, another name we heard applied to
the valley and believed by some to be its correct name.

Lois Mould
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“How do I love thee? Let me count the ways...” is the
first line of a sonnet by Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
She was, undoubtedly, referring to her husband, the
poet Robert Browning. I am going to borrow her
words to refer to Laingholm.
We have experienced a month of being in lockdown.
For those who are 70+, it has been slightly longer.
I’ve always felt that being under house arrest or
sentenced to home detention was no punishment at
all – and the past month’s experience has reinforced
my opinion, because, being confined within “The
Forgotten Suburb” has been, for me, at least, a very
pleasant experience. So – “let me count the ways”.

The people: As I go for my “bubble walk” I meet
people of all ages who are going for their “bubble
walk”. We smile and greet each other, we stop and
chat and soon a 20 minute walk becomes an hour
and a half! It’s a real joy to see whole families
taking a morning stroll before knuckling down to
work or study. And the dogs are loving all the
exercise. (Psst: Please, dog walkers, pick up the
poo!!!)
The tracks: Lack of traffic is a feature everywhere
and it’s great to be able to walk into the middle of
the road to maintain that 2 metre distance from
other walkers. If a vehicle is coming you’ll hear it
because it’s so quiet. But we also have tracks through our bush. They’ve been well maintained by
Auckland Council, provide slightly more strenuous exercise and are delightful when the sun is filtered
through the trees.
The birds: Throughout the country people have been commenting that the birds are more visible. Is it
because they are not being scared away by the traffic? Is it because we have slowed down and have time
to notice them? Is it because it is quieter and we hear them and then seek them out? Here in the
Forgotten Suburb we have so many native birds to spot and be entertained by – we are blessed!
The views: Living in a hilly suburb makes walks rather more strenuous, but the reward is the views;
Whether it’s the view to the Manukau Heads from Lookout Drive, or the view across to Mangere and
beyond from the top of Victory Rd. With less air pollution and the fine weather we’ve been having, these
vistas are crystal clear and we have the time to “stand and stare”.
The quietness: The lack of traffic – including aeroplanes – has made this a very quiet suburb. No longer
am I woken at 5.30 am by the planes arriving from the Americas or jolted awake by the late night
departure to China. In fact, when a plane does go over my place I rush outside to have a look!
We are starting to emerge from lockdown. Do we have to? I’m enjoying this new lifestyle. Sure, it will be
good to pop out to do some shopping – and not just for food; To ride on the 171 bus again; To meet my
friends to play Scrabble; To attend church services and also to give friends or family who have died the
farewell they deserve. But I hope we can take the positives from the lockdown experience and build on
them as we continue to enjoy living in The Forgotten Suburb.
Laingholm Local
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Te Rau o Te Huia

The People
JOHN WADE, (mentioned in the April issue of the
Roundabout) , had lived at Te Huia for a number
of years with his wife Charlotte (Harata) who was
the daughter of a leading chief from the Awhitu
peninsula, Wetere Te Kauae of Ngäti Tamaoho
and Ngäti Te Ata. Wetere Te Kauae formerly lived
at Pehiakura on the Awhitu peninsula and then
after conflict, in the mid-1840s, lived in exile at
Oruarangi and Mängere. Charlotte's real name
was Harata Kaipono or Whakamaurangi, and she
was her father's only surviving child (1). The
Viator letter (Published in the March and April
Roundabout) shows also that there were a
number of Maori living with John and Harata
Wade. They may have been relations of Harata
or part of her iwi. Later in the letter, 'Viator'
describes being taken from Huia to Whätipu and
returned by canoe, piloted by a Maori crew from
Huia.
Late in the 1830s, Wetere, Harata's father, sold
1000 acres of land to John Wade near Waiuku,
but Wade could not support his family on this
and exchanged it with Te Kapita of Ngäti te Ata
for land in Wharenga, Little Huia, which was
covered in kauri (2). John (Jack, Jacke, Hake),
Wade had previously worked for a time at a
sawing station at Little Muddy Creek

(Laingholm) (2) and hence had enough
experience to work his own kauri on this block of
land. John Wade is listed as a settler at Huia in
the Electoral Roll for Northern Division in June
1855 (3). John and Charlotte (Harata) had six
children, all with English names: Eliza, John,
Laura (or Mary Ann), Thomas, William and
Henry. Maori referred to John as Hake Marama.
The major stream in Wharenga valley (Little
Huia) is the Marama or
Papakawau stream. In time Te Kä ä Maki became
known by the pakeha settlers as Jacky's Peak.
John Wade's large family of descendants still live
in the Mangere, Manukau, and Waikato areas.
On 10 November 1853, John White interpreter,
and C.H. McIntosh in the Surveyors Office,
Auckland, signed the Deed of Purchase for the
Crown for the Hikurangi Block. This
encompassed the majority of the Waitakere
Range including Te Huia. The Crown had decided
that the Hikurangi Block was owned by three
different tribal groups: Ngäti Whätua, Akitai and
Ngäti Te Ata. A total price of one thousand
pounds was paid (4). No acreage was given.
Later this agreement was disputed as Te
Kawerau ä Maki had not been given time or
place to present their case for ownership (5).

View from Huia Point looking towards Karamatura Valley with the Lower Huia Dam at the right, 2013
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R&L Bullinga Collection HSM:RLB02

Te Warena Taua in his chapter ‘He Kohikohinga
Korero Mo Hikurangi’, in West — The History of
Waitakere, p.40, states 'At this time (1853) our
rangitira realised that most of our ancestral
land had gone and — the Hikurangi Purchase
did not involve the senior rangitira of Te
Kawerau ä Maki. The Crown recognised this and
concluded a separate Hikurangi Purchase
Agreement with Te Kawerau ä Maki on 27
December 1856 (5).
At this time Mäori were still arriving back to the
Tamaki Makaurau area from Waikato and
Maungatautari having been driven there during

Ngäpuhi invasions in the 1820s. An agreement
by John White during the negotiations with the
Wade family prior to 1853 promised title to
their land and this eventually was completed.
Because the value of the land at the time was in
timber, John Wade was advised to put the land
into a trust for his children to be sold before the
timber was milled. When the land was sold to
the sons of John Gibbons who owned the mills
in the Huia and Kaingamaturi valleys, John
Wade received £60 and the government
retained £90 for the Wade children (6).

The rugged coastline of Makaka between Huia and Whatipu

Plumpton Family Collection HSM:PF06
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HAPPY FEET

Here at Green Bay Barbers we want to
serve the community and the wider
West Auckland catchment.

Mobile Foot Care Service
I care for your feet in your home.

So next time pop into Green Bay Barbers
for a haircut for the whole family:

If you are no longer ﬂexible or mobile
enough (due to age, injury, or other
causes), I can care for your feet.

Mum and Dad, Girls and Boys

OUR HOURS ARE:



Monday closed
Tuesday to Friday: 9.30 am to 5.30 pm
Late night Wednesday: 9.30 am to 7pm
Late Night Thursday 9.30 am to 7pm
Saturdays: 9.00 am to 5 pm






You may be eligible for an allowance
to cover this service from Work & Income.

PHONE 09 827 6526

Local
Liquor
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Greenbaybarbers@facebook.com
WE ARE

ROA

BATHE FEET
TRIM TOENAILS
REMOVE CALLOUSED SKIN
MOISTURISE
FOOT MASSAGE

D

HAPPY FEET
Phone Lorna
Mobile: 021 110 9948
Home: 817 7726

We are a family centred surgery offering
a full range of general practice services
for you and your family.

Open 8.00 am to 6.00 pm
Weekdays
Church Titirangi
Medical
Centre
Post
Office
WE ARE

HERE
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Titirangi
Village
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Wow May already, despite one month of
confinement to a home-based bubble my year is
racing by. I am typing this with one ear tuned to
the radio anxiously listening for news about
possible reductions in Covid-19 restrictions,
hopefully by the time your reading this many
workplaces will have reopened or be about to.
Working from home was a new experience and I
gained some learnings from it as well. The
biggest being that Skype meetings are not a
substitute for the real thing, although I should
leave my final judgement until Council
overcomes its internal IT problems. Council’s
Internet communication was so overloaded some
Skype meetings had to be attended with audio
only, local board staff and elected members
working from home had Council Internet access
restricted to afternoons in an attempt to improve
the situation, and governing body staff were
frustrated by the tediously slow downloading of
the large amounts of council data needed to
compile things like quarterly reports. For several
years Council has been reshaping emergency
management throughout our Auckland region.
This was spurred on two years ago by the
Glenesk Road flooding in Piha and as a result
Council put much effort and money into
resilience planning. However, some cracks
appeared in council’s emergency preparedness
during lockdown. Council’s overwhelming
reliance on Internet communication proved a
weak link in their chain of preparedness. Reliance
on one means of communication is akin to the
one-road-in, one-road-out conundrum that
isolated Waitakere communities know ho-sowell. Council’s faith in the Internet has
underpinned it’s ever increasing centralisation of
bureaucracy, but events over the last four weeks
have highlighted the danger of putting all your
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eggs in one basket. Imagine the chaos if a large
power outage had happened at the same time:
Thankfully it did not. But these happenings have
reinforced my opinion that centralisation of all
Council’s activities is a bad policy. Emergency
preparedness which includes well-maintained
infrastructure should be based and managed
locally.
An issue which dominated my Council work
during lockdown, is the new Titirangi public
toilets or more precisely the lack of them.
Replacement public toilets for the old ones
(recently demolished) should have been up and
running months ago, but, at present, all I can
offer is my apologies to Village business owners
who have to put up with constant public requests
to use a toilet. After years of investigations and
design by Council staff and external consultants,
but with no physical work taking place and a sixfigure sum of public money having been spent,
this project is back on the drawing board! As a
result, I decided to do my own research and was
astonished to find Titirangi’s Public Toilet project
had been virtually ready to build over two years
ago, but then abruptly abandoned. And now to
have new deliberations for a different design in a
different location all whilst previous plans which
have been finished and paid for sit in someone’s
top drawer, is unacceptable. I copied all the
information I’ve uncovered (from Council
archives) to fellow board members and staff and
am presently waiting for answers to my
questions. Titirangi’s Toilet project fits the criteria
for inclusion in council’s list of projects to be
funded by the government’s ‘Shovel Ready’
economic stimulus package, I firmly believe it
should have priority over cycle lanes.
Ken Turner
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Doreen Sunman
Independent Distributor

QUALITY

PRODUCTS

PHONE 817 6486
PHONE 817 6486
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EASY FEIJOA RECIPES
FROM ADRIENNE PEEK

Many thanks to several lovely residents in Huia who have given me flour, feijoas and apples during
lockdown. Last month’s recipe for Apple Cake lost the mixing and baking method during printing.
I chop the apples in a food processor, then add the other ingredients and pour the mixture into 2
lined tins or one large one and bake at 160 degrees C on fan bake for approximately 40 minutes.
FEIJOA COMPOTE
10-15 Chopped and peeled feijoas or some chopped apples as well
½ Cup Maple syrup
½ Cup Water
Pinch Salt
½ Cup Sugar
Zest and juice of 1 lemon
1 tsp Grated ginger or some chopped
crystallised ginger
Put all ingredients in a pot and boil for
10-15mins until thick. Can be used with
a crumble or sponge topping.
FEIJOA MUESLI SLICE
Base
1 ½ Cups Rolled oats
1 Cup Ground almonds
1 tsp Vanilla essence
1 ½ Cups Coconut
250 Grams Chopped dried apricots
50 Grams Melted butter
Mix and press into a flat lined tin and bake at 160 degrees for 20 minutes and cool.
Topping
1 Kg Ripe feijoas - peeled and sliced
1 Cup Sugar
Juice small lemon
Cook until jam-like and cool. Pour over base and sprinkle with muesli. Put in the fridge until firm
before slicing.
FEIJOA DESSERT
Mash feijoas with 1 tablespoon of honey and the juice of 1 lemon. Add whipped cream and
crystallised ginger. Put in glasses and set in the fridge.
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Your company, big or small, could be
advertised in ‘The Roundabout’.
For as little as $23 a month we will carry
your message into 1900 households
between Titirangi and Whatipu.
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See page 4 for details or contact
our advertising manager at
<advs@theroundabout.org.nz>

From Laingholm

ROUNDABOUT. Volume 5. No. 4 May 1970

~ ~ ~ THE WAY WE WERE ~ ~ ~
IS IT REALLY PROGRESS?

—–––––––––––-

With typical New Zealand apathy we tend to accept the claim of our food
processors that their products, our daily foods, cannot be bettered, that it
is as good as it is humanly possible to make it.
Is this our modern technology, our modern progress? When I was a boy some 60
years ago, our parents could turn out a batch of scones that were really
worth while, and I can remember no more delightful smell that emanated from a
bakery when a batch of bread was coming out. Bread was then known as the
staff of life, and it was just that. Our flour ever had a creamy tint because
the wheat germ was not taken out by the old grinding process. That wheat
germ, the inclusion of which, in the flour formerly used for bread making
earned for it the appellation ‘the staff of life'. We cannot buy such flour
today.
In the ‘good old days’ our milk always contained more than twice the depth
of' cream in the bottle than is seen today, and vendors would have been
prosecuted had they supplied cream with the low butter fat content that is
the rule now. I speak with full knowledge on that subject, I have delivered
many thousands of gallons when those conditions applied, and 6% not 16% of
water as is permitted in today's butter was the maximum allowed. The TV
programme ‘looking at New Zealand’ is my authority for stating that is the
normal practice today.
Cheese, in 1912 I sampled a New Zealand cheese that was superior to any
imported on today's market. Those processors that buy up all the cheapest,
low graded cheeses, emulsify them, and extensively advertise them as finest,
have changed the buying habits of housewives so that today, it is the
exception, not the rule to meet up with a true connoisseur.
One is forced to question what advantage, if any, the buying house—wife
enjoys from all our exports. The daily papers tell quite an interesting
story. April 7th Star, If rump steak dropped from 68c a pound to its former
price of 43c a pound New Zealand would lose $400 million in overseas
exchange. Mr. McCready said the overseas schedule governed meat priced here —
in Parliament last night. — Since a market for crayfish has been developed in
the U. S. it now sells for $1.35 a pound, and at that a pretty poor sample,
in local shops, and we all know how a market is being developed in England
for tinned fruit at the expense of the local market. But, here is the 64$
question, where does that leave you, the New Zealand consumer? So that you
may purchase your needs at the increasing prices, the breadwinner seeks an
increase in his pay packet, and in so doing contributes to the ever rising
cost spiral. Obviously, the importer obtains a larger quota when there is a
substantial increase in overseas funds, can bring in more French Snails, but
what have you benefitted?
Now, to conclude, I have been advised by the manager of the Wheat Board that
the government insists on what is known as a 78% extraction of flour from
wheat in New Zealand as against 72% in other countries, and that includes the
best part of the wheat, the germ. Little wonder that we hear so many
complaints about the quality of our flour these days, and why I say,
“progress, what crimes are committed in thy name".
(signed) Don Guildford.
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The Advertisers you see in the
Roundabout each month keep
the Roundabout going.
It’s a community effort: The services of
the 50 or so volunteers who write the
articles, composite the Roundabout, print
it, compile it and distribute it, are vital.
But when you want the services of a
trades-person, or the supply of
goods and materials, please use our
advertisers
This could be vital post-COVID-19!
And let them know where you saw
their advertisement.
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Hey up fishos, I imagine there's a whole heap of you out there frustrated as hell and champing at the bit
at not being able to get out fishing during the lockdown. Just to make it more cruel hasn't it been just the
most perfect autumn fishing weather we've known in years. It's funny that when you can't do something –
you want to do it all the more so I thought I'd try a bit of ‘civil disobedience’ and go fishing off the wharf
which was a whole new experience.
There's a camaraderie amongst fishos that cuts across age, gender, race and class – fishing is a great
leveller. You get to know heaps of interesting folk and everyone is friendly, shares their bait and lends you
their fishing gear, helps little old ladies pull big fish up onto the wharf (well almost) and even offer you
part of their catch. The fishing is different too. You can't just reel a big fish straight up from that height,
the dynamics are different. You can only get them part way up and then handline the rest of the way
which is the tricky bit because it gives them plenty of time to shake themselves off the hook. When a fisho
loses a good fish there's a strong sense of bonhomie and fraternity so the pain of it is absorbed a bit.
Time passes pleasantly with a fair bit of yarn swapping going on and you hardly notice that you're barely
catching any fish. There's a good variety of fish caught too – decent snapper, big trevs, mackerel, kingfish
and kahawai and loads of bait fish for live bait (if you're into live baiting, a bit cruel I think). So all great
stuff until the cops turned up and chased us off. One or two brave souls challenged this and asked why
can't we fish here. Because it's banned, say the cops. Well it did make me think of chaining myself to the
wharf railings to be dragged off the wharf kicking and screaming but the old man wouldn't like that!
However some enterprising fishos have got quite cunning . They knew the cops were driving into the car
park and looking along the wharf so they were laying down on the end of the wharf with their rods
dangling over the edge. Oh well all's fair in love, war and fishing – if you're a fisho that is.
So with no fishing news to report from the harbour and beyond I suppose I'll have to fill up the page with
jokes. Might have to rehash some from earlier times but hopefully you won't remember them.
Fishos wife told the police that even though she'd broken the fishing rod over her husband's head, it was
an accident. If she'd known it was going to break she'd have used a golf club.
On quiet nights Fred plays his wedding video backwards just to see himself walk out of the church a free
man.
Beds cause hangovers: Statistics show that drunks go to bed happy and wake up with hangovers.
Senior citizens clubs have a mystery outing every month. They pay $1 each to guess where they're going.
Bert the bus driver has won it three times in a row.
The best way to remember the wife's birthday is to forget it once.
She was trying to get a new car for her husband but nobody would swap.
The relative's gathered at the solicitor's to hear Uncle Fred's will being read. “Being of sound mind I spent
the lot before I carked it”.
And finally, fisho finds his wife dead and rings up emergency services. “Where do you live?” asks
operator. “95 Eucalyptus Drive”, says fisho. “Can you spell that?”, asks operator. There's a long pause
before the fisho says, ”How about I drag her round to Oak Street?”.
Ok folks, next time we meet, hopefully we'll be down to level two and normal fishing will be resumed.

Cheers - Winnie.

Yah,
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COMMUNITY NOTICE BOARD
TRANSPORT TO MEDICAL FACILITIES

St John West Auckland Free Health Shuttle
(Donations welcomed to help cover costs)
Phone 0800 925 2672
For Waitakere Hospital or any West Auckland medical
related appointments commencing between 9.30 am and
1.15 pm - door to door service.
Hospital Shuttle
For Greenlane, Auckland and North Shore Hospitals
Phone 0800 809 342
Pick up and drop off at the Titirangi bus stops
MOBILE LIBRARY VISITS
Laingholm Baptist Church
1 Victory Road
Sunday Service time: 10 am
Youth: 6.45 - 9 pm, during term time.
Pastor: Simon Radford 09-817-4323
Youth & Children’s Pastor:
Alison Diprose 021 141-1483

1st December 2019
The Mobile Library makes a monthly visit
to Huia on the first Sunday of each month.
Huia (beside the store) 1.30 to 4.00 pm

WE NEED YOUR CANS
Your aluminium cans are useful to us
Please put them in the bin beside the
Laingholm Fire Station.

Other Activities
see http://www.laingholmbaptist.org/ministry/

The cans are recycled and the
money raised helps to fund
the Laingholm Fire Brigade’s
Medical First Response Work.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
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Wednesday
:30am-12pm
Saturday 9
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CLOTHING ALTERATIONS
Ladies, Mens, Mending, Repairs, 40 years
experience.
Anything considered.
Phone Annette 817 4505
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COMMUNITY NOTICE
SERVICES
EMERGENCY: Police, Fire, Ambulance
COMMUNITY CONSTABLE
HENDERSON POLICE STATION
LAINGHOLM FIRE STATION
HUIA FIRE STATION
ELECTRICAL FAULTS
WATERCARE
AUCKLAND COUNCIL

HALLS FOR HIRE
111
817 0040
839 0600
817 5475
811 8885
0508 832 867
442 2222
301 0101

HEALTH & WELL-BEING
TITIRANGI MEDICAL CENTRE
HEALTH NEW LYNN
INTEGRATED MEDICAL CENTRE
TITIRANGI HERBAL DISPENSARY
MEALS ON WHEELS
VILLAGE DENTAL CARE
TOUGHLOVE GROUP
AL-ANON FAMILY GROUPS
ANDREW PEGMAN (VETINERARIAN)

817 8069
827 8888
817 6772
817 7102
828 5812
817 8012
624 4364
0508 425266
816 9018

EDUCATION
LAINGHOLM PRIMARY SCHOOL
TITIRANGI RUDOLF STEINER SCHOOL

WOODLANDS PARK SCHOOL HALL
Phone 817 5140

LOOKING FOR A SPACE TO USE?
Beautiful facilities for hire. Laingholm
Primary School Hall and Community
Room are available for private or
community group use. Community Room
is $15 per Hour and the Hall is $40 per
hour.
Use of kitchen $8 per hour.
Phone School Office 817 8874

LAINGHOLM VILLAGE HALL
Refurbished and refreshed after a long
closure is now available for hire.
For details phone 817 9175

817 8874
817 4386

LAINGHOLM KINDERGARTEN
817 4372
LAINGHOLM PLAYCENTRE
817 3489
LAINGHOLM BREAKFAST CLUB
021 159 4540
WOODLANDS PARK BREAKFAST CLUB 021 159 4540
LAINGHOLM AFTERSCHOOL CARE
390 8828

HUIA HALL FOR RENT
Lovely environment, easy parking,
reasonable rates. Accommodates 100.
Contact: Huia Hall Managers 021 142
0563 or Email:
bookinghuiahall@gmail.com

COUNSELLING
LAINGHOLM BAPTIST CHURCH
CITIZEN’S ADVICE BUREAU

817 4323
0800 367 222
818 8634

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE
CARL HARDING
, Funeral Celebrant
DAVE LAWRENCE
QSM

811 8672
817 7026

UNA RYAN, Marriage Celebrant

021 304916

TED TURNER, (by appointment)

817 3073
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FOSTER BAY HALL FOR HIRE
The Huia Fishing and Family Club,
48 Foster Bay Avenue.

IT’S ALL ABOUT TEAM WORK, EXPERIENCE AND SUCCESS!

Bayleys Titirangi

Living and
selling
locally in
your area

CALL US!
We can add
value to
your sale!

Jeannette Young-Smith Victoria Turner
027 2244 892
0275 826 640
400 Titirangi Road, Titirangi. T 817 0101
Bayleys Real Estate Ltd Titirangi. Licensed under the REA Act 2008

Your company, big or small, could be
advertised in ‘The Roundabout’.
For as little as $23 a month we will carry
your message into 1900 households
between Titirangi and Whatipu.
See page 4 for details or contact
our advertising manager at
Plumpton
Family Collection HSM:PF08
<advs@theroundabout.org.nz>
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